EXPERIENCE ART TRAIL TENDER:

GREAT YARMOUTH
MARKET PLACE
SITE INFORMATION AND CONTEXT

|

LOCATION:

Market Place, NR30 1LX
GRID REFERENCE:

TG 52389 07649
SITE FOOTAGE & ASSETS:

Link >>
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Introduction
It’s an exciting moment in time for Great Yarmouth. The town is
undergoing a multi-million pound regeneration, including
developing a brand new marketplace in its medieval centre.
Alongside this, investment has been received to restore the
Winter Gardens site and Great Yarmouth Borough Council and
East Suffolk Council are bidding to become City of Culture 2025.
Read more at futuregreatyarmouth.co.uk
Applications are invited for artworks that are celebratory - the
piece at this location must be an emblem of confidence and
pride - demonstrating the forward-looking ambitions of the
town and its community in this dynamic new chapter.
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Site Considerations

This is an urban area set in the town centre, within walking distance
to the sea and shops.
This location is at the merging of two walking trails and a coastal
path - which is a unique feature.
The marketplace plays a central role in the town’s ambitions, it will
host a learning centre and has extensive landscaping planned to
create a vibrant, energetic place, building on 800 years of use and
evolution.
The new artwork will form part of the wider marketplace
landscaping.
The final artwork will be subject to planning permission. Creative
Giants will work with successful artists to gain pre-application
advice and prepare planning applications before the final application
is made.
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Artwork Brief

Create one permanent piece (minimum of 10 years) at the heart
of the regenerated marketplace.
Work with themes of renewal, revival and renaissance.
Encourage people to move around the town and make it feel
more connected: drawing in seafront and train station visitors think about linking up locations.
Walking and cycling between key areas of the town are currently
being improved. Read about aspirations for further connectivity
& sustainability: Theme 4 - Future Great Yarmouth.
Please note, the following artworks are already in place: by
Bridget Heriz at the town wall, at South Quay by Alison Atkins and
Andrew Tanser and by Jason Parr near St Georges Park.
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Context
Great Yarmouth has a rich maritime heritage and fishing industry.
It is the gateway to the Broads National Park and is one of the most important wetland areas in Europe.
Renewable energy / wind turbines out at sea on the east side are a big boost of capital money, bringing
in hi-tech jobs near the harbour.
The town has many historic lanes or ‘Rows’ that run through it - these are a network of narrow
alleyways linking Yarmouth’s three main thoroughfares.
Circus and outdoor performance arts heritage is a large part of the local culture.
Amongst other demographics, the town is recognised as having a large European population –

Local Considerations
The Culture Heritage and Tourism strategy includes a number of projects happening simultaneously.

including a Portuguese community in the area. Population report
For historic context, your artwork will replace an 1840 cross (removed in the 19th century) that was
installed as a public intervention. Consideration must be given to its context and heritage, but there is
no ambition to rebuild or reinterpret it – it forms part of the story of the marketplace.

The Future Highstreets fund and Heritage Zone funds are looking to regenerate and embellish the area.
Great Yarmouth Borough Council is supporting local walkable routes for wellbeing via: tree planting,
medieval wall enhancements, and a potential sculpture trail. The market is at the epicentre of these
and there will eventually be a free to access ‘outdoor sculpture gallery’.
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Character Profile & Survey Responses
Public Considerations Revealed By Our Survey

Write a short dating advert for Great Yarmouth Market Place

Untold Stories

“Don't build a sculpture until you've walked all the way down Nelson

‘Don’t judge a book by its cover, look beyond the entrances to the town

“We ship spaghetti to Italy!”

Road and seen BEHIND the seafront hotels where many live..”

and you will see a buzz of creative frisson and new life bursting out
from the bricks & mortar of a previously decadent town.’

“Create a big combined piece involving lots of small, local artists from

needs to be celebrated more.”

the community that don't have big followings. So local artists from

‘Sunburned music-lover with liberal views and chequered past seeks

around the area can meet like-minded people and work together to

young-at-heart partner with a hopeful outlook and good sense of

create something beautifully diverse.”

humour, to see me through the good times and the rain - must be good

“I would love to see more education on how to keep our seas and

“Great Yarmouth has a history of circus - whilst people know this, it

“I find it interesting about the grave robbers in Great Yarmouth.”

with kids, and not take themselves too seriously to find the way to my

”Many people that join our village never leave, making it the 3rd most

easily-broken heart.’

searched coastal place to live in the UK.”

‘Looking for a strong vision to tie together loose threads.’

“It only rose out of the sea 1000 years ago - sheer human industry has

seaside's pollution free...so that tourists are educated in how to dispose
of their rubbish”

kept it above the waves, from the fishermen and monks who first
“Listen to its people: I have worked on art projects and various

came, to the naval asylum and the pier entertainers, it remains a liminal

council/gov bodies and it never goes well because they don't really

place where society's outcasts still find a home and some manage to

listen, resulting in resentment and poor relationships with the locals”

make it big.”

“Make sure it’s colourful”

“Great Yarmouth truly does have a golden mile, one of the most
underrated beaches in the UK”

“How do you plan on helping?”
“Great Yarmouth was the victim of the first air strike in the UK during
the First World War”
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If Great Yarmouth Was A
Person, How Would You
Describe Them?

|

What Is Missing?

“Opportunity - ownership of culture, chances for people from here”
“During the winter when holidays stop, everything shuts down and it turns into a ghost town”
“It relies too much on its seaside heyday and hasn't modernised the tourism offer”
“Centres for homeless people, water features, more green areas, more theatres, spaces for teenagers”
“Community, pride and confidence in where we live”
“A vivid nightlife”
“Bee friendly bus shelters - with planting of wildflowers on their roofs”
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Aspirations

“Not to be underwater!”
“More care towards poorer families”
“Cleaner, happier, wealthier”
“A sustainable nature-conserving zone, which draws solar and wind energy to power
our amusements”
“A flourishing place of youth culture opportunities and aspirational students”
“At the forefront of diversity with exciting things that attract people from all over the
world”
“The Creative Hub of the East”
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